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But you, Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book until the time of 

the end; many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall increase. 
Daniel 12:4 

 

 

 
Go your way, Daniel, for the words are closed up and sealed till the time 

of the end. Many shall be purified, made white, and refined, but the 

wicked shall do wickedly; and none of the wicked shall understand, but 

the wise shall understand. 
Daniel 12:9-10 

 
 

*** 
 

 

Before you begin reading this Teaching, 
Take a few minutes and meditate on the following question: 

 

 
 

Where will you spend your Eternity? 
 

In Heaven? 
 

Or 

 
In Hell? 

 

 

Hell is Real, and it is Eternal. 
Think about it! 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Enjoy your Reading! May God reveal Himself to you! 
  



 
 

 
 
 

Warnings 
 

 

This Book is free of charge and can in no way constitute a source of 
business. 

 

You are free to copy this Book for your preaching, or for distribution, or 

also for your Evangelism on Social Media, provided that its content is 
not modified or altered in any way, and that the website mcreveil.org is 

cited as the source. 

 

Woe to you, greedy agents of satan who will try to market these 

teachings and testimonies! 

 
Woe to you, sons of satan who like to publish these teachings and 

testimonies on Social Media while hiding the address of the website 
www.mcreveil.org, or falsifying their contents! 

 
Know that you can escape the justice system of men, but you certainly 
will not escape the judgment of God. 

 

You snakes! You brood of vipers! How will you escape being condemned 
to Hell? Matthew 23:33. 
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THE TRUTH ABOUT AIDS 
 

1- Introduction 
 

Dear friends, we have found it opportune to make available to you this article 

on the true origin of AIDS. Even if any informed person had already understood 

that AIDS was a diabolical staging, the vagueness nevertheless persisted as to 

the accuracy of the plan hidden behind this abominable project. Through this 
article you will be situated. Any doubt that you still have as to the origin of the 

AIDS virus will be dispelled after reading this presentation. As we told you in our 

article "The Hypocrites Exposed" that you will find on the website 

www.mcreveil.org, this world is managed by a strain of reptilians; demons in 
human forms; monsters whose only mission is to massacre the greatest number 

of people; vampires who live only on human blood; serpents that are happy only 

when they see victims of their bites writhing in pain. 
 

That is why they are killing millions of people without qualms. This is also why 

they will never stop creating wars and planning and executing genocides, and 
this, regardless of the virulence of the words that will be used to denounce and 

expose them. This article is also timely in that another genocidal mass 

vaccination campaign is in progress in several African countries. It is all the same 
astounding to notice that Africans have never learned from all that happen to 

them. Otherwise, how can one understand that the same Western plots against 
them keep recurring every time with the same ease, and with the same success? 
 

After the genocide of more than 100 million Africans with the AIDS virus (a virus 
designed and prepared solely for that purpose, and hidden in the so-called 

vaccines) that happened in total indifference of African leaders and scientists, 
these same agents of lucifer are doing it again. They are currently conducting 

another big genocidal campaign of forced vaccination, compelling all parents to 
vaccinate all their children who are under 11 years, and vaccinating by force and 

without parents' consent all children who are reluctant to get vaccinated or who 
refuse to be vaccinated. Well-informed parents, who know that this forced 

vaccination is a devilish trap that is set for them, thus find themselves 
completely powerless.  
 

This article is quite rich, and well documented. We recommend that you read it 
fully, and consult the documents and videos that complement it, on the website 

www.mcreveil.org, in the Health section. Good reading! 
 

[Beginning of the Document] 
 

2- The Aids virus was manufactured in a laboratory 

(Documented Evidence) 
 

The Feasibility programme had been completed by 1974-1975 and the virus 

between 1974-1979. The AIDS - laced smallpox vaccine into over 100 million 

Africans in 1977. Over 2000 white race homosexuals were injected with laced 
Hepatitis B vaccine in 1978 in the Centre for Disease Control and the New York 

Blood Centre. The development of the virus apparently had a dual purpose: (1) 

As a political/ethnic weapon to be used against people of colour and (2) 
programmed population reduction. 
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On July 29, 1969, only days after the Department of Defence (DOD) asked for 

$10 million from Congress to fund the development of a "synthetic biological 

agent, an agent that does not naturally exist and for which no natural immunity 
could have been acquired," on that day, the chairman of the Republican Task 

Force on Earth Resources and Population, George H. W. Bush, stressed the 

pressing need for population control activities to fend off "a growing Third World 

crisis." 
 

3- AIDS epidemic programming 
 

In 1972, under the auspices of the World Health Organisation (WHO), there was 
a massive vaccination programme for smallpox, literally for millions of Africans. 

The smallpox vaccine laced with the HIV/AIDS virus was given millions of 

poor Black Africans, the same whose growth rate was startling, a problem that 
preoccupied G.H.W. Bush, among many elites including the Rockefeller family, 

the Club of Rome and the Bilderbergers members, since 1969. The AIDS virus 

was intentionally laced into the Hep B vaccine. The Hep B vaccines studies 

are now under lock and key at the Justice Department in Washington, where no 
one can be granted access. 
 

4- Aids and other viruses were laboratory manufactured  

by the United States for the purposes of genocide 
 

This article essentially transcribes the research of Dr. Boyd Graves who had 

really studied the question without going through the prism of the single 

thought. A video of Dr. Horrowitz and various declassified government 

documents confirm his claims. Complaints in courts against the United States 
government have been stifled every time. For sceptics who have doubts, you 

will find on the website www.mcreveil.org a set of nearly 5000 pages of 
declassified conference documents that show that they are original documents. 
They speak specifically about US biochemical weapons (aspartame would equally 

be mentioned). 
 

5- The history of the development of Aids 
Dr. Boyd E. Graves, 28 September 2002 

(Excerpt from the book "State Origin: The Evidence of the Laboratory Birth of 

AIDS") 
 

"The true history of the origin of AIDS can be traced throughout the 20th Century 

beginning from 1878. On April 29 of that year the United States passed a 

"Federal Quarantine Act"." 
 

The United States began a significant effort to investigate "causes" of epidemic 

diseases. In 1887, the effort was enhanced with the mandate of the U.S. 
"Laboratory of Hygiene". This lab was run by Dr. Joseph J. Kinyoun, a deep 

rooted-racist, who served the eugenics movement with dedication. 
 

Two years later, in 1889, we were able to identify "mycoplasmas", a 
transmissible agent, that is now found at the heart of human diseases, including 

HIV/AIDS. 
 

In 1893, we strengthened the Federal Quarantine Act and suddenly there was 

an explosion of polio. 
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In 1898, we knew we could use mycoplasma to cause epidemics, because we 

were able to do so in cattle as well as in tobacco plants.  
 

In 1899, the U.S. Congress began investigating leprosy in the United States. 
 

In 1902, we organised a "Station for Experimental Evolution" and we were able 

to identify diseases of an ethnic nature.  
 

In 1904, we used mycoplasma to cause an epidemic in horses. 
 

In 1910, we used mycoplasma to cause an epidemic in table birds.  
 

In 1917, we formed the "Federation of the American Society for Experimental 

Biology" (FASEB). 
 

In 1918, the influenza virus killed millions of unsuspecting. It was a flu virus 

modified with a bird mycoplasma for which human primates had no "acquired 
immunity". 
 

In 1921, lead eugenics philosopher, Bertrand Russell, publicly supports the 

"necessity for organised "plagues" against the Black population." 
 

In 1931, secret tests are carried on African Americans and we tested AIDS in 
sheep. 
 

In 1935, we learned we could crystallise the tobacco mycoplasma, and it would 
remain infectious. 
 

In 1943, we officially began our bio-warfare programme. Shortly thereafter, we 
were finding our way to New Guinea to study mycoplasma in humans. 
 

In 1945, we witnessed the greatest influx of foreign scientists in history into the 
U.S. biological programme. Operation Paperclip will live in records as one of 

the darkest programmes of a devilish parallel government fixated on 
genocide. 
 

In 1946, the United States Navy hired Dr. Earl Traub, a notorious racist 

biologist. In May, Appropriations Hearing confirms the existence of a "secret" 
biological weapon. 
 

In 1948, we know that the United States confirmed the endorsement of "devising 
a scheme" in which to address the issue of overpopulation in certain racial 

groups. State Department’s George McKennan’s memo will forever illuminate 

the eugenics erroneousness that supported the genocide of millions of innocent 

people.  
 

In 1949, Dr. Bjorn Sigurdsson isolates the Visna virus. Visna is man-made and 

shares some "unique DNA" with HIV. See, Proceedings of the United States, 

NAS, Vol. 92, pp. 3283-7, (April 11, 1995). 
 

In 1951, we now know our government conducted its first virus attack on African 

Americans in Pennsylvania. Crates in Pennsylvania were tainted to see how 
many Negro crate handlers in Virginia would acquire the placebo virus. They 

equally experimentally infected sheep and goats. According to the author Eva 

Snead, they also held their first world conference on an AIDS-like virus. 
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In 1954, Dr. Bjorn Sigurdsson publishes his first paper on Visna virus and 

establishes himself as the "grandfather of the AIDS virus." He will encounter 

competition from Dr. Carlton Gajdusek.  
 

In 1955, they were able to artificially create the tobacco mosaic virus. 

Mycoplasmas will forever be at the heart of the U.S. biological warfare 

programme.  
 

In 1957, future U.S. president, Gerald Ford (editor's note: a Freemason of the 

33rd degree, a true and callous satanist) and some others give the Pentagon 

permission to deploy pathogenic biological agents. There was no reported case 
of AIDS until 1957, when the "Special Operation X" (SOX) was created, a 

programme that served as a prototype for the "special virus" programme that 

began in 1962. 
 

In 1960, Nikita Khrushchev knows about the biological weapon. His 1960 

statement will for long reflect the arrogance of the secret blend of communism 
and democracy. The two countries agree in November 1972 to cull the Black 

Population. In 1961, scientist Haldor Thomar publishes that viruses cause 

cancer. 
 

In 1995, he, Carlton and Gajdusek inform the National Academy of Sciences that 

"the study of visna in sheep would be the best test for possible anti-HIV drugs." 
 

In 1962, under the cover of cancer research, the United States charts a path 

to commit premeditated murder, the "Special Virus" programme begins on 

February 12th. Dr. Len Hayflick sets up a U.S. mycoplasma laboratory at Stanford 

University. Many believe the "Special Virus" programme began in November 
1961 with a Pfizer contract. Beginning from 1963 and for every year thereafter, 

the "Special Virus" programme conducted annual progress reviews at Hershey 
Medical Centre, Hershey, PA. The annual meetings are representative of the 
aggressive nature in which the United States pursued the development of AIDS. 
 

In 1964, the United States Congress gave full support for the 

leukaemia/lymphoma (AIDS) virus research.  
 

In 1967, the National Academy of Sciences launched a full scale assault on 

Africa. The CIA (Technical Services Division) acknowledges its secret 
inoculation programme. 
 

In 1969, July 18th, Fort Detrick informs scientists in the world and the Pentagon 

asks for more money, they knew they could make AIDS. Nixon’s secret memo 

to Congress on "Overpopulation" serves as the start of the paper trail of the 

AIDS Holocaust. 
 

In 1970, President Nixon (Editor's note: Freemason) signs PL91-213 and John 

D. Rockefeller III (Editor's note: illuminati) become the "Czar of the Population." 

Nixon’s August 10 National Security Memo leaves no doubt as to the 

genocidal nature of depopulation.  
 

In 1971, Release of the Account N°8. The chart (p.61) remains forever the birth 

certificate of AIDS in the laboratory. Progress Report N°8 is issued. Over time, 
the Virus Special programme will produce 15 reports and more than 20,000 
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scientific notes. The organisational chart is the link between all scientific 

documents, experimentation and US contracts. It will remain "missing" until 

1999. Scientists around the world are stunned. The organisation chart will make 
sense in the 21st century. It is also apparent that the experiences in Phase IV-

A of the chart offer the best path for more effective therapy for HIV/AIDS 

carriers. 

 

The first 60 pages of Progress Report N°8 of the Virus Special programme 

conclusively reveal the purpose of the operation. In June 1977, the Special Virus 
programme produced 66,000 liters of AIDS. The AIDS virus was added to 

vaccines sent to Africa and Manhattan. However, thanks to the frankness of 

authors such as Dr. Robert E. Lee, we learn that the Stanford Mycoplasma 

Laboratory publishes one of the first reports including the term AIDS in its title: 
"Viral Infections in Men Associated with Acquired immune deficiency syndrome". 

The original scientist, Dr. Thomas Merigan, was "adviser" in the Special Virus 

programme. 
 

The Progress Report N°8 on page 104-106 proves that Dr. Robert Gallo was 

secretly working on the development of the virus with the full support of the 
sector of the US government that was trying to kill its fellow citizens. Dr. Gallo 

cannot explain why he has ruled out his role as "project manager" for the Special 
Virus programme in his bibliography. The first works and discoveries of Dr. Gallo 
can be related to the organization chart of 1971. We now know how each 

experience is interwoven. The research logic is an irrefutable proof of the 

existence of a "Manhattan Project" aimed at developing a contagious cancer 
that kills selectively. Dr. Gallo's 1971 document is identical to his 1984 

announcement on AIDS. 
 

The report N°8 page 273-286 proves that we have inoculated AIDS in monkeys. 
Since 1962, the United States and Dr. Robert Gallo have infected monkeys and 

released them into the wild. Thus, even government scientists are stunned to 
see the sudden appearance of HIV-1 and HIV-2 in two species of monkeys of 

different origins, over the last hundred years. A 1999 Japanese study will finally 

reveal the anthropogenic origin of the AIDS virus in monkeys. Summaries of 
experiments on monkeys prove conclusively that the simian 

immunodeficiency virus is also man-made. 
 

In 1972, the United States and the Soviet Union entered into a biological 

agreement that would signal the death knell for the Black Population. The 1972 

agreement for collaboration and cooperation in the development of offensive 
biological agents is still U. S. policy. 
 

In 1973, the very famous scientist, Garth Nicolson reports on his project, "Role 

of the Cell Surface in Escape from Immunological Surveillance." His report is 
accompanied by seven published papers. Dr. Nicolson worked in conjunction with 

the Special Virus programme from 1972 until 1978. Dr. Nicolson is considered 

by some to be Dr. Gallo’s "West Coast" counterpart. It is strongly held that 
because of Dr. Nicolson, Dr. Robert Gallo and Dr. Luc Montagnier would 

secretly meet in Southern California to coordinate what they would and 

would not say about the "special virus" development programme. 
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In 1974, Henry Kissinger (Editor's note: 33rd Degree Freemason) releases his 

NSSM-200 (U.S. Plan to Address Overpopulation). It is the only issue of 

discussion at the World Population Conference in Bucharest, Romania. The men 
in the shadows had won, the whole world agrees to secretly cull Africa’s 

population. Today it is Africa and others that they consider undesirables. 

Tomorrow, it may be you. 
 

In 1975, President Gerald Ford signs National Security Defence Memorandum 

N°314. The United States implements the Kissinger NSSM-200.  
 

In 1976, the United States issues Progress Report N°13 of the Special Virus 

programme. The report proves the United States had various international 

agreements with the Russians, Germans, British, French, Canadians and 

Japanese. The plot to kill Black people has a wide international support. In 

March, the Special Virus began the production of the AIDS virus, by June 1977, 

the programme will have produced 66,000 litres of AIDS. President Jimmy 
Carter authorises for the continuation of the secret plan to cull the Black 

Population. 
 

In 1977, Dr. Robert Gallo and Soviet scientists meet to discuss the proliferation 
of 66,000 litres of AIDS. They integrate AIDS into the smallpox vaccine for 

Africa and the experimental hepatitis B vaccine for Manhattan. According 

to authors Juin Goodfield and Alan Cantwell, lot N°751 was administered in New 

York to thousands of innocent people. This government will never be able to 
repair the harm done to people for the social rape, humiliation and harm done 

to people who face HIV/AIDS on a daily basis. 
 

The men in the shadows had accurately calculated that you would not care about 
the deaths of blacks and homosexuals. In fact, you do not care that almost half 

a million Gulf War veterans are infected with something contagious. Soon, there 
will be no more black people or disabled soldiers, the older whites will then 

suddenly begin to die and you still would have understood nothing. This will help 

you better understand the situation. 
 

Suddenly, just as President Nixon had predicted, there number of deaths 
exploded. On November 4, 1999, the U.S. White House announced ... "Within a 

period as short as five years, all new infections of HIV in the United States will 
be African American ..." At some point our experts must be allowed to begin the 

interface process of allowing the history of this virus programme to count. It is 

ludicrous and preposterous to fail to review the U.S. virus programme in which 
to elucidate the etiology of AIDS. 
 

More of the history of the secret virus programme can be found in the archives 
of Dr. John B. Moloney. A review of the files under Dr. Moloney’s name would 

further pinpoint additional dates and records consistent with one of the greatest 

proliferation of disease in the history of the human race. We have found the 
missing link. It is the guts of the research logic of a federal programme 

designed to kill. We can identify some of the people like Dr. Robert Gallo and 

Dr. Garth Nicolson who worked in the shadows of the curtain. In light of the 
attack mechanisms available in which to inhibit AIDS, it is time that not another 

person be stricken with this relic, synthetic mycoplasma chimera. 
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On September 28, 1998, I filed a lawsuit against the United States for the 

"creation", "production" and "proliferation" of AIDS. On November 7, 2000, the 

Court of Appeal validated the decision of the court of First Instance, ruling that 
the AIDS manufacturing claim was "baseless". The world is still waiting for the 

court to decide on the elements of this case. The court cannot continue to simply 

dismiss our experts and the government organisation chart. (Editor’s note: and 

yet if ... it suffices that the court be composed of Freemasons who are 

sworn to help each other and the trick is done: how wonderful is justice, is 

it not?) 
 

I was asked to comment on the federal MK-NAOMI programme. The acronym 

MK-NAOMI is the code name for the development of AIDS. The part "MK" are 

the initials of the two co-authors of the AIDS virus, Robert Manaker and Paul 
Kotin. The part "NAOMI" means "blacks are only temporary individuals." 

(Negroes are Only Momentary Individuals). The US government continues 

to orchestrate the silence of the very high echelons of Congress and the military. 
Right now, no one is taking their responsibility. Honest people will eventually 

create a tsunami of indignation in public opinion. 

 
We cannot allow the State an autocratic right to govern outside the constitution. 

Our society is structured to conceal State crimes while punishing citizens for 
petty crimes. Their strategy is based on the general confusion they can create 
by manipulating the media. They are very good at this game. We need to focus 

on the regular presentation of the organogram, which is the missing link 

that proves the existence of a coordinated research programme to 
develop a cancer virus that destroys the immune system. 

 
The origin of AIDS is also responsible for almost all the cancer viruses that exist. 

Lymphoma, leukaemia and AIDS are a small part of a long list of man-made 
diseases. These cancers were developed in a place called Fort Dietrich, Maryland, 
USA, in an army facility. In 1971, Fort Dietrich changed hands, and under the 

guise of the National Institute of Health (NIH) biological "research" continued, 

after President Nixon declared that the United States would cut funding and stop 
biological "research", in fact, this funding for biological research increased in 

1970 with the appropriation of $10 million to create an immune suppressing 

virus "for which no natural immunity could be obtained".  
 

WHO is run by the UN and in its turn, the WHO channels down the plans of the 

New World Order on the people: Mass vaccinations, food shortages, 
pandemic predictions. 
 

If you are not already aware of the purpose of the UN, NATO, WHO, AMA 

(American Medical Association), do some research, the information is not so hard 

to find, you just have to look in the right direction. 
 

The AMA was created to shut down alternative health education schools in the 

U.S to allow for a government regulated curriculum to be taught at universities 

only. This is why most doctors have no idea about oxygen and health and have 

little idea about basic remedies. As Hippocrates said, "every person should 
be their own physician!" 
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We have been so brainwashed into thinking about our health in the most 

complicated ways, and have been taught that there is no cure for disease 

basically, but the truth is that human disease is easily fixed. External toxicity 
and man-made cancer is another thing, although still remedied with a 

variety of options, all of which are being held from people at the 

command of the medical mafia because "a patient cured is a customer 

lost". 
 

6- Conclusion 
 

What to say except that this doctor has understood it all. We thank him for 
his research showing that the genocidal plans of the satanic elite who 

govern us are not new. Let us beware of their schemes. No, governments do 

not want our wellbeing (the article shows that agreements have been signed 

with various countries, including France). No, the WHO does not care about our 
health (on the contrary, they are there to reduce the world's population, typically 

through such programmes). If by chance this winter we see a relocated virus of 

bird flu coming up, we'll know why. 
 

Sources: http://www.scribd.com/doc/20536742/Boyd-Graves-ESP-1-HIV-
AIDS-Development-Timeline 

[End of document]. 
 

7- Lessons to Learn 
 

Now that you have finished reading this revelation about the true origin of the 
AIDS virus, now that the project of black genocide by the luciferians of this world 

has been well presented to you, let us reason a little bit. Help us find some 
answers to these urgent questions that are bothering our minds: What's wrong 

with the Black man? Is his submission congenital? What is really the problem of 
the Black person? How is it that it is in the richest continent of the planet that 

are piled the greatest miserable and the greatest destitute of this same planet? 

How is that possible? You will certainly tell me he is cursed. That I willingly 
concede to you. Is there a cure for this? I will develop this topic later. But in the 

meantime, I would like to finally ask myself this other question: 
 

7.1- Is naivety Negro? 
 

Let us forget "the emotion" that one asserted being peremptorily Negro. Let us 
speak a bit about naivety. Is it Negro? To try to answer this question, we will 

examine some selected cases. We will refresh our memory with some present 

or recent events. 
 

7.2- Democratic Republic of Congo 
 

Here is a country that has been at war for years, resulting in millions of deaths, 

millions of women raped, millions of displaced people. And this country will 

remain at war as long as Westerners who have planned and continue to fund 
this war still have resources to plunder. Millions of dead and raped women as we 

have just mentioned do not matter. These are just niggers after all, "temporary 

individuals" as the clique of the gods of the world considers them. 
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7.3- The Central African Republic 
 

To better prepare for the destabilisation of Cameroon, it was first necessary to 
sacrifice the Central African Republic. You all know what happened, and what 

this country has become. Do not worry about the death toll. Negroes are dying. 

It does not matter. As long as the country is recolonized and the wealth 
confiscated by France, the rest does not matter. While waiting to destroy 

Cameroon as it destroyed Ivory Coast, France took advantage of the 

destabilisation of the CAR to recover the wealth of this country that had almost 
escaped its grip. 
 

Cameroonians must especially understand that the looting of CAR by France is 

not the only purpose of this war that France has organised in CAR. The real 

target is Cameroon, and the project of its destruction is ready. France 
has recently managed to truly explore Cameroon, and is currently polishing up 

its strategy before launching an attack. So, Cameroonians, you are warned! 

Should you then panic? Absolutely not! You should rather unite, and avoid falling 
into the trap set before you by France, that is, the trap of division. Know that in 

order to succeed in any war in Africa, France has only one real weapon: 

DIVISION that she always succeeds in creating in the midst of Africans. Bear in 
mind that before France attacks your country, there is no problem between 

Northerners and Southerners; there is no problem between Anglophones and 
Francophones; there is no problem between the different ethnic groups; and 
that there is none between Muslims and Christians. If you fall into the trap of 

disunity, you will be destroyed. So, leave aside all your frustrations, whether 

past or present, and work hard to protect your dearest and beautiful country. 
Your only weapon against the imperialist war being prepared against you is 

UNITY. It is therefore in your interest to unite, or else perish. 
 

7.4- Mali 
 

A small French expedition to Mali was enough to recolonize this country and 
confiscate all its wealth. Mission accomplished! A masquerade of election, with 

the north of the country still not freed, but what does it matter. The riches are 

confiscated, and the colonists rub their hands. Some foolish Africans had hailed 
"the brave action" of France in Mali, as if they did not know that it was this same 

France that had planned and organised the rebellion in northern Mali. Slaves 

yesterday, slaves today, slaves forever! That seems to be the motto of 
Africans. 
 

7.5- Libya 
 

Libya, Africa's only stable and prosperous country, not to say of the world, has 

been totally destroyed before your eyes by these agents of lucifer, on the basis 

of such a blatant lie that only the most stupid could believe it. Tens of thousands 
of people were massacred, the Libyan leader Gaddafi was assassinated with 

almost all his family. Meanwhile, African leaders, like vulgar cowards, have 

remained quiet. When these criminals finished their massacres, they came 
together to share the wealth of Libya, under the passive eyes of African leaders, 

and to the applause of some naive African intellectuals for whom Gaddafi would 

be a "dictator". It's pitiful! Libya that these idiots claimed they were going to 
free, has become a hell. In the meantime, they have taken steps to secure all 

the resources they will loot. 
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7.6- Ivory Coast 
 

Everything has already been said about this country. At present, no one can 
deny the coup d'état of France in Côte d'Ivoire, as the evidence is legion. Yet, 

African leaders are cloistered in an astonishing silence. The democratically 

elected President, Laurent Gbagbo, is still in prison. The idiots who claimed 

to have a plethora of evidence against him, have still not succeeded, 

more than three years after his failed assassination, to produce a single 

proof of his guilt. Even the corrupt judges of the Indigenous Criminal Court 
(ICC) do not know by what alchemy to condemn him. But since they are paid to 

keep President Gbagbo in jail and let the bloodthirsty Ouattara destroy the 

country freely, these lousy judges who have chosen to betray their oath and 
insult justice, let the prostitute Bensouda continue strutting everywhere 

looking for evidence that she is certain never to find. But since she must 

prove to her bosses that she has not received $2 million for nothing, she 

is not discouraged. The case of Côte d'Ivoire was very well summed up in an 
article entitled: "The Gbagbo Case: Springboard for African Revival", which 

we strongly recommend that you read. You can find it on the website 

www.mcreveil.org, under the title "African Revival". 
 

We had followed with enough amusement African leaders at a summit of the 

African Union being indignant at the ICC stance. They gave us the impression 
that they could wake up and get out of the fear in which they are confined for 

ages. One even thought at some point that they would leave this court of shame 

and humiliation of "insubordinate" African leaders, unfortunately it was not the 
case. They, in a semblance of courage, mentioned the case of Kenya, but none 
of them, none, mentioned the case of President Gbagbo. Let us, however, not 

lose hope for the deliverance of Africa, because it will take place. 
 

7.7- Cameroon 
 

Did you doubt that blacks are cursed? The case of Cameroon will definitely 

remove this doubt. Until I find time to deal in details with the source and origin 
of this curse of the black race, I will present to you Cameroon, this ultimate 

proof of the curse of the African people. This is a country that is unmistakably 

Africa in miniature, on all fronts. All the wealth of Africa, be it spiritual, human 
or material, finds its representation in Cameroon. In other words, Cameroon is 

a faithful model of Africa. 
 

In terms of intelligence, you have the cream of intelligence in Cameroon. In 
terms of dynamism, it is still in this country that you will find the cream. In terms 

of pride and courage, it is still in this country that you will find those who 

understand its meaning better. Besides, it is the only country of black Africa to 

have gained its independence through armed struggle. This beautiful country of 

35 million inhabitants, blessed by God, even if for the moment this blessing is 
overshadowed by curse, is unfortunately a real tragedy, a catastrophe, a 

scandal. 
 

This country as I have just presented to you as Africa in miniature, would make 
you dream. Just by reading me, each of you would give everything to immigrate 

to this country. Yet you cannot live there. France has made of it a little hell on 
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earth. The misery that reigns there is repugnant. The injustice that governs it is 

indescribable. Human stupidity has made its nest there. This country has a 

poison at its head. A bedridden of nearly 90 years old, with nearly 40 years in 
power, who finds pleasure to see this African jewel become the shame of 

humanity. To make Cameroon the height of shame is the mission that this 

apocalyptic monster named Paul Biya, who has confiscated this country for 

almost 40 years, has given himself. His first objective was to destroy everything 

he found, before committing himself to rebuild nothing else, and to let nothing 

rebuild by anyone who could think of doing so. 
 

This villain of the worst kind, with the help of France, has kept 35 million Africans 

in a misery that lacks qualifier. Since France appointed him President of the 
United Republic of Cameroon in 1982, replacing the puppet Ahmadou Ahidjo who 

was also appointed by the same France, the bloody Biya has managed, still with 

the help of France, to maintain himself at his post, by murdering and 
slaughtering thousands of Africans each time. He has with great success 

transformed the African jewel that is Cameroon into something that has become 

the laughing stock of the whole world. Cameroon has become the subject of 

inspiration for many comedians and humorists, including the less talented, 
because the subjects of mockery are abounding. 
 

Paul Biya is not only the worst bloodthirsty Africa has ever known; he is also the 
most irresponsible and stupidest president on the planet. Let me help you 

understand what this is all about. Here is a head of State who has never won 

the slightest election in his country, and who is convinced that he does not need 

to win any election, to govern. And for that, he has no interest in providing the 

least effort to attract the sympathy of Cameroonians, since he does not need 
their votes. France who imposed him on power has equally given him the 

mechanisms of conserving power, which are terror, violence, fraud and 
corruption. And he uses it with a lot of agility and virtuosity. 
 

This tyrant for whom a prosperous Cameroon would be the greatest sorrow of 

his life, spent all his time plundering Cameroon to finance France and big hotels 

in the West, and the notorious esoteric international sects. This bloodthirsty of 
the worst kind, is the only one to have accepted what no other head of State of 

the planet can in any way, and under any pretext, accept. He agreed to make 

his country the place par excellence for testing new bombs. To get rich and stay 
in power, this villain lets test on its population, bombs, causing thousands of 

deaths, not to mention thousands of others who will die later of the 

consequences of these bombs. As soon as he finishes killing thousands by these 

chemical and radioactive tests, he organises fake coup d’état to massacre 
thousands of others, for the simple pleasure of seeing innocent blood flow. His 

crimes are so numerous that I will not be able to name them all in a short text 

like this. In the meantime, I recommend the writings of the brilliant and famous 

African writer Hilaire Mbakop, entitled "Crimes of the Hebrew State in 

Cameroon" and "Open Letter to Paul Biya", as well as the testimony of Ébalé 

Angounou, a former collaborator of the demon Paul Biya, entitled "Blood for 
Blood". You will find these articles on the website www.mcreveil.org. 
 

The ignoble Biya has made of this country the perfect opposite of what it was. 
This country, once known as the land of brilliant and intelligent men, has become 

http://www.mcreveil.org/
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the country of dunces. Admission to the grandes écoles in this country now is no 

longer reserved for intelligent people, but rather for those who are ready to 

accept to be sodomized. To get an appointment or a promotion to an important 
position, in any field, men and women must not only be sodomized, but they 

must agree to join one of the satanic lodges that France has imposed on them. 
 

I told you about vampire Paul Biya as the most irresponsible and silly president 
on the planet. You may have taken it for an insult or mere slander. It is not so. 

Here is a man who in almost 40 years of absolute reign over one of the richest 

countries in the world in terms of human and material wealth, must each time 

go to Switzerland for a simple headache, either to seek treatment or for a simple 

medical examination. And when some brave Cameroonians get up and block the 

path of Switzerland and Europe to this wretched rascal, he has no other solution 

than to order each time medical planes to come to his palace to treat him. In 40 
years, this animal has been unable to build a single hospital where he can get 

treatment in his country. In 40 years, this jester was unable to build a medical 

school capable of training qualified doctors according to his criteria, to treat him 
in Cameroon. Yes in 40 years, this zombie has been unable to build hospitals 

where his dolly wife and puppet ministers and other collaborators can seek 

treatment. All, for the slightest pain, must travel in first class, to go get 
treatment in Europe. 
 

It's just unbelievable. And while these schizophrenics are running to luxury 
hospitals in Europe for treatment or examination at the expense of the 

Cameroonian taxpayer, because they seem to have understood that living 

healthy is a good thing, they arrest responsible men, who have done nothing, 
and shut them up in filthy prisons, depriving them of all care, for those who are 

not in good health. The expert, Albert Dzongang, who was kidnapped in the 
company of President-elect Maurice Kamto and dozens of other innocent people, 
is slowly dying in the poor prison of the tyrant Biya. He is deprived of any care, 

and despite his many cries of distress, those who waste billions of the 
Cameroonian budget for their care because they believe that to live in health is 
a good thing, demonstrate to the eyes of the whole world that, if living healthy 

is a good thing, it's a good thing only for them. The others, even by their own 

means, have no right to heal themselves. This allows you to understand the 
state of mind of those mentally ill people that France uses to enslave Africa in 

general, and Cameroon in particular. 
 

This lawless criminal orders the massacre of hundreds of children who peacefully 

protest against hunger and expensive living standards, and then he stands in 

front of the media, to boast of it. He declares without any embarrassment that 
novice sorcerers got what they sought for. This is the state of mind of this mental 

patient, this cancer that gnaws and rots Cameroon for four decades. For him, 

children who are healthy, normal, intelligent, hard-working and enduring, who 

endure with enough patriotism the slavery that is imposed upon them, are the 

novice sorcerers, and deserve to be killed in their hundreds. And those who are 
not killed must be caught, undressed, exposed in front of the central post office 

of Bonanjo in Douala sitting on the ground and hands on their heads, tortured, 

and thrown into disgusting prisons. Meanwhile, the mentally retarded children 

of this bloodthirsty, whose only service they can render to Cameroon is to 
plunder and squander everything that Cameroon produces, are treated as demi-
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gods. Since they are master sorcerers and not novices like the others, they are 

the only ones who have the right to live. 
 

While the Cameroonian population lacks everything, while children in Cameroon 

die looking for dirty water to drink in makeshift wells, the dolly wife of the tyrant 

travels in private flight, to go to Geneva for dry cleaning. While children in 

Cameroon die under the bullets of the tyrant's militia because they went out to 

protest against famine and the high cost of living, the deranged tyrant's children 
live in houses whose rent costs millions a month, and pay taxi fare in millions a 

month, not counting millions spent in nightclubs for entertainment. And to make 

matters worse, you have idiots ready to support this kind of madness. Yes, one 

finds Cameroonians, so-called intellectuals, and other pseudo-pan Africanists, 
who support this abjection that I have just described in a few words. Some of 

these idiots go so far as to describe the bloody Paul Biya as a pan-Africanist and 

a great man. If you want to see and listen to the abjection at its worst, go to the 
antennas of the pitiful Africa Media television. 
 

On Africa Media TV broadcasts, one hears oddities that one has never heard, 
and that one will not hear anywhere. Some lunatics have taken up residence in 

this broadcast station as so-called experts and consultants. Some are 

distinguished by their baseness in its raw state. While the chief insane Banda 
Kani says: "Paul Biya is even too kind to Anglophones, the constitution gives him 

the right to kill everyone to preserve the unity of Cameroon", another scoundrel 
named Bertrand Tatsinda who looks like a drug addict when he begins to shout, 

says that "Cameroon is the only country in the world that is building three 
highways at a time." These are the mentally ill who scour the studios of the 

pseudo-Pan-Africanist broadcasting station Africa Media. You would agree with 
me that it takes only a mental patient in a very advanced phase to believe and 

say that the constitution gives Paul Biya the right to kill everyone to preserve 
the unity of Cameroon. And if you believe that the head of a thug like this still 

holds well, explain to me the logic behind such a statement or such reasoning. 

If Paul Biya is to kill everyone to preserve the unity of Cameroon, what will he 
do with the unity of a desert country or an uninhabited country, because he 

would have already killed everyone? Yes, once he had used his constitution to 

kill everyone, according to this villain, the country will be empty. What unity will 

the tyrant therefore preserve? And to listen to the mental deranged Tatsinda 
who tells you that "Cameroon is the only country in the world that is building 

three highways at the same time", you have the impression that there are 

highways in this country. The reality is that in 2019, Cameroon has no 
kilometres of an operational motorway. 
 

Some of these so-called pan-Africanists who have argued forcefully that 

Dramane Ouattara of Côte d'Ivoire was a real disaster, argue with the same 

force that Paul Biya of Cameroon is a great man, a pan-Africanist. This is an 

incongruity that can only originate from the narrow-mindedness and the mental 

corruption of these pretentious great analysts of geopolitical issues. Every lucid 

person knows that there is no difference between Dramane Ouattara and Biya 
Bi Mvondo. These are simply cholera and the plague. What Ouattara is in West 

Africa is what Biya is in Central Africa. These are two bloodthirsty men who kill 

hundreds of thousands of Africans, one to stay in power, and the other to come 
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to power. These are two vampires who help France to plunder their countries, 

while plundering other countries in their respective zones. 
 

If I told you above that it is in Cameroon that you will find the cream of 
intelligence, dynamism, and all that you can imagine beautiful in Africa and in 

this world, it is also, unfortunately in this same country, that you will find the 
cream of idiocy, abjection, and all that is hideous in Africa and in this world. 

France has helped the tyrant Paul Biya to "zombify" Cameroonians. While he 

holds some captives by the dream of a possible appointment, he keeps others 

on a drip with alcohol flowing in the funeral parlour called "Brasseries". 
 

Among those held captive by the dream of a possible nomination, there are 

several pseudo-intellectual dunces, including the so-called university lecturers. 

One of them, Pascal Messanga Nyamnding, took the liberty of declaring several 
times on television stations, that he had a video of President-elect Maurice 

Kamto in sexual intercourse with little boys. And when you see him talking and 

gesticulating like an idiot in total drunkenness, he looks so convincing that no 

one would dare to doubt it. But when time comes to produce the video to confirm 
his claims, this villain tells you that it was political marketing he was doing. You 

also have the case of the little hussy Calixthe Beyala, this pseudo-writer 
specializing in plagiarism, a shameless prostitute, who supports the President-

elect of Côte d'Ivoire, President Laurent Gbagbo, and rightly so, but who spits 
on the elected President of Cameroon, Emeritus Professor Maurice Kamto. This 

is also the Negro paradox. This is the proof of the lack of coherence that 

characterises junk intellectuals. Depravity has reached its peak under the regime 

of Paul Biya, which remains one of the most rotten regime in the history of 
mankind. 
 

It is not only the case of these self-centred who are ready to sell their own 
mother for a small duty post, there are also generals and other officers of the 

army who enjoy living on the blood of the poor people they are supposed to 

protect. The idiot Pierre Semengue, a retired general, who is not ashamed to 
continue to boast of having assassinated Ernest Ouandje and the last group of 

Cameroonian nationalists, is one of those house slaves that France has made to 

keep Cameroon in slavery, in order to loot the soil and subsoil of this wonderful 

and beautiful country with impunity. And this vile bloodthirsty Semengue dared 
to declare that if the national sovereign conference had actually held in 

Cameroon in 1991, they would have made a coup; a coup organised and 

supported by France of course. These are the traitors that were called generals, 
those enemies of the people who are not there to defend their country, but 

rather to massacre their fellow citizens in their thousands and hundreds of 

thousands, in order to satisfy the settlers who appointed them. Yes, these 
dunces are proud not to work for their country, but rather for the parasitic 

country par excellence, that is France. 
 

France has always planned the destabilisation of Cameroon and the massacre of 
millions of Cameroonians each time it felt its position threatened. After the 

genocide of nearly two million Bamilekes (it prefers to advance the false figure 

of 400,000 or 500,000 killed), and tens of thousands of Bassas for the war of 
independence of Cameroon, France has sworn never to lose Cameroon, no 
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matter how many millions to massacre. That is why it is ready to do anything to 

block the road of the presidency to President-elect Maurice Kamto. 
 

Let's go back to another part of the irresponsibility of the tyrant Biya. This is the 

fiasco of the organization of the CAN (African Cup of Nations) Football 2019. You 

all know what is worth an event like CAN for a country. You know how countries 

are competing for events of this magnitude, as the economic, infrastructural and 

tourist benefits are enormous. Many nations do not hesitate to engage in 

corruption to win such events, with the aim of developing themselves. This is a 

country like Cameroon, which achieves the feat of winning the organisation of 

the largest sporting event on the African continent, and which has four good 

years to prepare. This clown of president that France has imposed on Cameroon, 
stands in front of television screens of the whole world, and declares solemnly 

that Cameroon will be ready on the D-day, swearing that he will personally 

commit himself to see it happen. Four years later, no completed stadium, no 
road finished, no hotel ready, the country is still plunged into a civil war that he 

himself created and maintains carefully for his occult interests. This civil war has 

already left thousands dead and hundreds of thousands internally and externally 

displaced. It is in the midst of this blood that continues to flow, in a country 
without basic infrastructure, that the ill-considered tyrant was preparing to 
organise the CAN. Despite its multiple attempts at corruption, the Confederation 

of African Football (CAF) had no choice but to withdraw from Cameroon the 
organisation of the event, which would have given the country an opportunity to 

reconnect with development, if only on the infrastructural plan. 
 

After such a resounding failure, a responsible man, a man with a minimum of 

nobility, elegance, and dignity, would have immediately resigned. If the 
despicable Biya had resigned, to say that he is the most irresponsible president 

on the planet would seem to be an insult. Not only did he not resign, he did not 
dismiss anyone from his regime. On the contrary, he rather re-proclaimed 
himself President of the Republic by putting the real President-elect in prison, 

and appointed the other villains who have been plundering Cameroon with him 
for decades. And they are still there taunting Cameroonians. If they can spread 

this degree of madness and unscrupulous arrogance, it is because they have the 
blessing of their heaven, France. But what they do not know is that everything 

has an end under the sun. The hour of deliverance has come. 
 

These few examples of the African countries that we have mentioned above, 

show you that western and particularly french luciferians have only one 

objective in Africa: kill, plunder, ruin and destroy. History confirms it. From 

the period of slavery until now, they have been doing only that. Destroying 
African economies, plunder resources, organise coups d'état, murder all the 

Heads of State who intend to develop their country, etc. On what basis do you 

think that these demons have suddenly become angels? 
 

Since this first project of Black genocide, although having slaughtered millions 

of Africans, missed its main target which was the total extermination of Blacks, 
these gods of the world who think they alone have the exclusive right 

to live on this earth, made other plans to complete the dirty work they 

had started. And this project is accomplished through other compulsory 
vaccinations. They have revised their strategies. Not only will the new poisons 
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they put into these vaccines continue to kill Africans, but these poisons will also 

make new generations of Africans infertile. And since African leaders refuse to 

learn from previous examples, this satanic plan will succeed. 
 

You should know that this new campaign of compulsory vaccination 

which is in progress in some African countries, is the beginning of 

another phase of the project of Black extermination. Therefore do not 
accept it. If you value the health of your children, if you care about the future 

of your continent, do not contaminate children with this incurable poison. If you 

do not say no to this genocide, it is the entire black race which will disappear in 

the coming years. While these wicked destroy Haiti with artificial earthquakes, 
they decimate Africa with viruses manufactured in laboratories. All those who 

have already had the misfortune of having their children vaccinated must 

understand that this poison will be incurable, and its consequences will be worse 

than those of AIDS. All that remains is for them to turn to God through prayer. 
And for those who persist in believing that God does not exist, it is all over. 
 

It is rather unfortunate that rulers, most of whom are yet very intelligent, and 

who have well educated advisers and whose countries are full of scientists much 
more intelligent than we think, still fall into this kind of trap, and accept to join 

in the extermination of their own people, on the basis of lies that only people 
void of any sense can believe. You really do not need to be very intelligent to 

understand that one does not impose a true benefaction on people who can 
already think. 
 

Dear Africans, you should know that you do not need to be very intelligent to 
understand basic things. Simple common sense is enough. Ask yourself these 

simple questions: What is this good thing that must be imposed on people? Who 
is that benefactor who obliges you by force and violence to accept a 
good that he does to you? God Himself, who created us, and who has the 

power to impose everything on us without having to give any account to anyone, 
does not impose His salvation on us, though He knows that that is for our 
ultimate good. He rather presents this salvation, and leaves it to everyone to 

choose. What is this benefaction that one forces you to accept? What is this good 

thing that one imposes on you without your consent? What then is this 
benefaction that you do not have the right to refuse?  
 

A benefaction with such activism, accompanied by a ridiculous overzealousness 

should draw your attention. Seeing Divisional Officers travel personally, 

accompanied by their bodyguards, to the small villagers who refuse this other 

genocide and put pressure on them, is sufficient for you to understand that it is 
not for your good that this so-called vaccine is administered to your children. 

Why do you take your naivety that far? Generally, when a villager managed to 

snatch an appointment to meet a Divisional Officer, he celebrates the occasion, 

since getting such an appointment is not given. But witnessing such a high 

personality change all their supposed busy schedule just to go to the home of 

some small "recalcitrant" villagers to force them to allow their children to be 
vaccinated, that says it all. 
 

After having destroyed the continent with AIDS, here they are again with other 

so-called vaccines for your good. Do you think for a moment that these wicked 
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who only survive by plundering your resources may suddenly love you to the 

point of wanting to save you by force? Stop being so naive! These Westerners 

are themselves surprised by the degree of naivety of Africans. They do marvel 
at the ease with which they carry off their satanic plans in Africa. Africans, 

Africans, do no longer give the impression of being so stupid. God has 

given each person a minimum of wisdom and intelligence. Stop giving us the 

impression that the Black man is born idiot and will die idiot. 
 

There is sufficient evidence to open your eyes. Let us consider some concrete 

examples of what you live on a daily basis. Whenever you go to the hospital for 
a simple fever or malaria, whether for yourselves or for your children, no one 

gives you a single free tablet. You must buy everything. And too bad for you if 

you have no money. You have cases of women who give birth and who are stuck 
in hospital because they do not have money for exorbitant and unjustified 

hospital bills that they are required to pay. Sometimes when you get to the 

hospital, regardless of the pain you feel, as long as you do not pay the indecent 

fees that are required, no one looks at you. Here is an example of things that 
you should have free of charge, because every person should be entitled to basic 

health care. But you live the exact opposite. And suddenly, while you and 
your children suffer from nothing, these so-called benefactors are 

willing to vaccinate you for free to the point of using force and violence 

to do so. Where is your intelligence, Africans? Do we have to remind you that 

you lack all the basic necessities, including drinking water? It is with these things 
that your so-called benefactors should begin, if they were a little bit serious. 
 

Let us give you another example. It is about one of the measures used by these 
criminals for whom Africans represent nothing to succeed in the imperialist coup 

d’état against President Gbagbo. As you all witnessed during the coup d’état of 
France in Ivory Coast in 2010, all European leaders by mutual agreement, 

without shame and without compunction, decided to enforce an embargo on 
drugs in Ivory Coast. These "great" men and women of this world that you blindly 
respect had shown you that they were merely vulgar murderers. And instead of 

seeing them as simple idiots, you consider them your leadership role models. 
This is pitiful! Wake up Africans. 
 

These so-called great men and women of this world, therefore, who come to you 
as sermonizer of democracy, of human rights and even of animal rights, these 

bloodthirsty who know that some patients cannot afford to miss a single dose of 

their medication or else death will follow, had deprived for several months, more 
than 30 million people of drugs (including the elderly, children, infants, and 

pregnant women), while fully being aware of the consequences of their criminal 

decisions. Following this abominable decision, thousands of Ivorians who could 
not be treated, died. These thousands of dead were added to those that France 

and the United Nations had massacred with bombs. 
 

And do you think that those people are the ones to be concerned about your 

wellbeing to the point of imposing on you good vaccines for free? If they were 

ready to massacre 30 million Africans in Ivory Coast just to seize the country 

and plunder the resources, do you think they have suddenly become so generous 
to the point of wanting to save you by force? Become reasonable Africans! Stop 

proving to be so naive. 
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Even before this evidence of the Black genocide was available, any bright African 

had already understood that AIDS was a grotesque montage. It was enough to 

wonder why it was only Africa that was suffering from this so-called disease. 
Africans, it is high time you stood up and said no to this degree of madness; it 

is high time you put an end to this imposture. God did not create you to be 

used as guinea pigs by these agents of lucifer. Enough...! 
 

To think that these wicked people will ever regret their crimes, it just shows how 

little you know them. Demons never repent; agents of lucifer never regret their 

crimes, because that is their mission on earth. While waiting to massacre you 

all, these bloodthirsty also make business out of your suffering. Thanks to the 
drugs they impose on you ostensibly to cure you or to slow down your death, 

they also keep their pharmaceutical companies running. Seeing the richest 

continent on the planet become a simple experimental field for a gang of 

criminals, should revolt you. 
 

These murderers used AIDS as a weapon of mass destruction against Blacks. 
After having deliberately infected millions of Africans with the AIDS virus through 

vaccines, they quickly thought of a solution that would allow them to also 
contaminate those who would escape the contamination by vaccine. And this 

solution was simple. It consisted of making a lot of publicity surrounding the risk 
of AIDS, and encouraging people to run to condoms. Once people had thought 

to find refuge in condoms, they made condoms soaked with the AIDS virus, 
intended for Africa. 
 

Thus condoms that flooded the African market were contaminated condoms. 
That is why many people who thought they were yet protected because they 

never run the risk of having "unprotected" sex, finally found themselves with the 
AIDS virus, and did not understand why and how they had caught this virus. So 
be very careful! Before running to condoms believing to find protection in them, 

just know that you are fleeing one trap to fall into the other, which is equally as 
deadly as the one that you think to have fled. 
 

And even the AZT, the famous AIDS drug, has been declared true poison by 
prescription for HIV Positive patients by the most well-known Professor of 

Molecular Biology at the University of California, Dr Peter Duesberg, in 1993. He 

said that AZT does not cure AIDS, but instead causes it: this is called "AIDS 
by prescription." The side effects of AZT are numerous. HIV Positive patients 

who are prescribed AZT "lose weight, they become anaemic, they lose their 

white blood cells, they have nausea, they lose their muscles … and they die. …" 

In addition, Duesberg stated in his book "Inventing the AIDS Virus" that he was 
approached by an official of the National Institutes of Health who made 

him an "offer" in exchange for recanting his position on AIDS. 
 

Now, tell us what can lead an African who is in possession of all his senses, to 

believe that these same wicked people can love him to the point of wanting to 
do him good by force. If many parents in Africa who do not know how to read 

ignore this situation, it is certainly not the case of intellectuals and leaders of 

this unfortunate continent. But how can it be possible that this kind of imposture 
continue? The case of Africa remains an enigma. Every time we think about it, 

we have the impression of dreaming. 
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Europe unites under your eyes, because it has understood that unity is strength. 

At the same time, it forbids you to unite, and you obey. How awful! The poverty 

to which you are reduced was imposed on you by the same people who 
give you the impression that they love you. But every time you fall right 

into the same trap. How can you explain this? Poor Africans, when shall you 

wake up at last? When shall you finally come out of your deep sleep that comes 

within a hair's breadth of death? Is naivety Negro? Unfortunately, everything 

leads one to believe it! And with the kind of leaders that the continent is 

overflowed with, there is every reason to pity Africa. But deliverance is only a 
matter of time. 
 

Grace to all who love our Lord Jesus Christ with an undying love! 
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You are free to photocopy and distribute this book. But it is forbidden to modify or alter it. 

 

 

 
 

 

Invitation 
 

 
Dear brothers and sisters, 

 

If you have run away from fake churches and would like to know what 
to do, here are the two options available to you: 

 

1- See if around you there are some other children of God who fear God 

and desire to live according to the Sound Doctrine. If you find any, feel 

free to join them. 

 

2- If you do not find one and wish to join us, our doors are open to you. 
The only thing we will ask you to do is to first read all the Teachings that 
the Lord has given us, and which are on our website www.mcreveil.org, 

to reassure yourself that they are in conformity with the Bible. If you 
find them in accordance with the Bible, and are ready to submit to Jesus 

Christ, and live by the demands of His word, we will gladly welcome you. 
 

The grace of the Lord Jesus be with you! 
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